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ELECTRONIC ORDERING SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The application claims priority to U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 14/311,176,

entitled, "ELECTRONIC ORDERING SYSTEM", filed on 20 June 2014 and U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 61/896,607, entitled "ELECTRONIC ORDERING

SYSTEM", filed on 28 October 2013; both of which are hereby expressly incorporated herein

by reference in their entireties.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Items offered for sale by merchants, e.g., restaurants, can be purchased by

customers in various ways. For example, customers can visit a merchant's brick-and-mortar

store and purchase items in person. In some instances, a customer can purchase items from

the merchant by placing an order for items through the merchant's website or by calling the

merchant using a phone. The customer can generally provide payment to the merchant at the

time of receiving the items, for example, by providing cash or a credit card, or at the time of

placing the order, for example, by providing a credit card to the merchant through the

merchant's website or over the phone. Once the order is received, the merchant will typically

process the requested items for the customer to pick-up from the merchant's brick-and-mortar

store or for delivery to the customer. In most cases, orders received by the merchant are

processed on a first-come, first-served basis. Additionally, merchants may provide the

customer with an estimated order completion time so that the customer can make

arrangements for delivery or to pick-up the order.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003] Various embodiments in accordance with the present disclosure will be described

with reference to the drawings, in which:

[0004] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of an environment for implementing aspects in

accordance with various embodiments;

[0005] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of an example process for determining an order start time

for a purchase order;



[0006] FIG. 3 illustrates an example view of a user application displaying an electronic

catalogue of items; and

[0007] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of an environment for implementing a card-less

payment system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Systems and methods in accordance with various embodiments of the present

disclosure overcome one or more of the above-referenced and other deficiencies in

conventional approaches to placing purchase orders for items being sold by merchants. In

particular, various embodiments of the present disclosure can provide a method for

determining a start time for preparing a user's purchase order based on an expected arrival

time for the user arriving at a geographic location of a merchant.

[0009] A customer operating a computing device can interact with an application running

on the computing device, or a web-browser interface, to access an electronic catalogue of

items that are offered for sale by a merchant. The customer can select one or more items for

pick-up or dine-in, and can electronically submit a purchase order for the items to the

merchant through the computing device, for example, by sending, over a network, data

describing the purchase order to a merchant device. When sending data describing the

customer's purchase order, the computing device can also send data describing location data

for the customer, for example, as determined from a geographic location of the computing

device. In some embodiments, the computing device can send location data describing the

customer's expected arrival time for reaching the merchant's location.

[0010] After receiving the customer's purchase order and the customer's expected arrival

time, the merchant can determine when to start preparing items in the customer's purchase

order. That is, the merchant can evaluate the items in the customer's purchase order to

determine an order preparation time for preparing the customer's purchase order. The

merchant can then determine, based on the order preparation time and on the customer's

expected arrival time, when to begin preparing the customer's purchase order so that the

order is ready for pick-up or dine-in at or near the time of the user's expected arrival time.

The merchant device can continue to adjust the order start time using updated location data

that is provided by the computing device or by polling the computing device for location

data. In some instances, the merchant can adjust the order start time based on electronic



messages received from the customer that specify the customer's expected arrival or a time

delay in the customer's expected arrival time.

[0011] One advantage of using customer location data to determine when to prepare

purchase orders allows merchants to better manage the preparation of other purchase orders

awaiting completion. For example, if a first user that submitted a purchase order is not

expected to arrive until much later than a second user that submitted a purchase order after

the first user, then the merchant can prioritize the preparation of the second user's purchase

order over the first user's purchase order. The ability to prioritize and de-prioritize purchase

orders based on expected arrival times for customers allows merchants to more efficiently

allocate their resources, e.g., staff, while improving customer satisfaction. In other words,

customer experience with the merchant can be improved as a result of having customer

purchase orders ready for pick-up or dine-in by the time the customers arrive at the

merchant's location. This feature is especially advantageous in the food service industry

where there is a demand for freshly prepared food.

[0012] Other advantages, variations, and functions are described and suggested below as

may be provided in accordance with the various embodiments.

[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates an example of an environment 100 for implementing aspects in

accordance with various embodiments. Although a mobile device environment is described

for purposes of explanation, different environments may be used, e.g., a web-based

environment, to implement various embodiments.

[0014] The example environment 100 includes an ordering system 107 and a data plane

110. The ordering system 107 is configured to receive and communicate purchase orders for

items that can be purchased from merchants, as described below. The ordering system 107

can be implemented as computer programs on one or more computers in one or more

locations, in which the systems, components, and techniques described below can be

implemented.

[0015] Merchants, e.g., shopkeepers, can publish electronic catalogues that describe items,

e.g., goods or services, that are available for purchase from the merchant through the ordering

system 107. For example, a merchant can create an electronic catalogue by interacting with a

software application, e.g., a merchant application 105, running on the merchant device 104.

[0016] As used in this specification, an electronic catalogue refers to a digital listing of one

or more items, e.g., goods or services, that can be purchased from a merchant. The listing of



items need not be organized in any particular manner and may simply be an itemized listing

of goods or services, e.g., a restaurant menu.

[0017] The merchant device 104 can be a computer coupled to the ordering system 107

through a data communication network 106, e.g., the Internet. The merchant device 104

generally includes a memory, e.g., a random access memory (RAM), for storing instructions

and data, and a processor for executing stored instructions. The merchant device 104 can be

any appropriate device operable to send and receive requests, messages, or other types of

information over the network 106. The merchant device 104 can also include a display

screen though which a merchant interacting with the merchant device 104 can view

information, e.g., information describing orders that were received from customers. Some

examples of merchant devices include point-of-sale systems, personal computers, cellular

phones, handheld messaging devices, laptop computers, personal data assistants, tablet

devices, and the like.

[0018] Other ways of creating and publishing electronic catalogues are possible. For

example, in some embodiments, a merchant can interact with a web browser running on the

merchant device 104 to create and publish electronic catalogues through a web-based

interface that is provided by the ordering system 107.

[0019] When creating electronic catalogues, a merchant can interact with the merchant

application 105 to specify, for each item in an electronic catalogue, additional information

that describes the item including, for example, an item name, description, cost, and one or

more types of media files that describe the item, e.g., images, videos, and audio. Further, the

merchant can specify one or more customization options for a particular item. Customization

options for an item can vary depending on the item type. For example, a merchant that sells

pizzas may allow customers to customize their pizza by specifying certain ingredients to

include or exclude. Similarly, a merchant that sells custom-made clothing may allow

customers to specify a size and color.

[0020] Once an electronic catalogue has been created, the merchant can interact with the

merchant device 104 to communicate data describing the electronic catalogue to the ordering

system 107 over the network 106. The ordering system 107 can store the data describing the

electronic catalogue in a database, e.g., the merchant information database 112, and can

provide the electronic catalogue to users to browse and select items for purchase, as described

below. The merchant information database 112 can also store other information describing



merchants including, for example, a merchant name, contact information, e.g., street address

and telephone numbers, theme, e.g., color motif and logos, and merchant account information

for processing card-less payments, as described below. The ordering system 107 can use the

information stored in the merchant information database 112 to customize the appearance of

an interface that presents a merchant's electronic catalogue.

[0021] The network 106 can include any appropriate network, including an intranet, the

Internet, a cellular network, a local area network, a wide area network, or any other such

network, or combination thereof. Components used for such a system can depend at least in

part upon the type of network, the environment selected, or both. Protocols and components

for communicating over such a network are well known and will not be discussed herein in

detail. The merchant device 104 and the user device 102 can communicate over the network

using wired or wireless connections, and combinations thereof.

[0022] Users, e.g., customers, can interact with the ordering system 107 to view and

purchase items from electronic catalogues that were published by merchants. For example, a

user can interact with a software application, e.g., a user application 103, running on the user

device 102 to access a merchant's electronic catalogue on a display screen of the user device

102. The user device 102 can be a computer coupled to the ordering system 107 through a

data communication network 106, e.g., the Internet. The user device 102 generally includes a

memory, e.g., a random access memory (RAM), for storing instructions and data, and a

processor for executing stored instructions. The user device 102 can include one or more

components, e.g., software or hardware, that are configured to determine a geographic

location of the user device 102 using, for example, various geolocation techniques, e.g., a

global positioning system (GPS). Further, the user device 102 can be any appropriate device

operable to send and receive requests, messages, or other types of information over the

network 106. Some examples of user devices include personal computers, cellular phones,

handheld messaging devices, laptop computers, personal data assistants, tablet devices, and

the like.

[0023] Other ways of accessing electronic catalogues are possible. For example, in some

embodiments, a user can interact with a web browser running on the user device 102 to

access electronic catalogues through a web-based interface that is provided by the ordering

system 107.

[0024] As described above, a user operating the user device 102 can access electronic



catalogues through the ordering system 107. For example, the user can interact with the user

application 103 to submit a merchant search query to the ordering system 107 to request

electronic catalogues that were provided by a specific merchant. Alternatively, the user can

interact with the user application 103 to obtain a listing of merchants. The user can then

interact with the user application 103 to select a merchant in the listing of merchants to view

that merchant's respective electronic catalogues on a display screen of the user device 102.

[0025] After receiving the user's merchant search query, or the user's selection of a

merchant from the listing of merchants, the ordering system 107 can, in response,

communicate data describing the merchant to the user device 102 over the network 106. The

data describing the merchant can include merchant information, e.g., merchant name,

description, contact information, location, business hours, user ratings and reviews for the

merchant, and one or more electronic catalogues of items that describe items that are

available for purchase from the merchant. The data describing the merchant can be presented

through the user application 103 on a display screen of the user device 102. For example, the

user can interact with the user application 103 to view the merchant's information, e.g.,

location, business hours, and user ratings and reviews for the merchant. The user can also

interact with the user application 103 to browse the merchant's electronic catalogue. The

electronic catalogue can be presented in the user application 103 as a listing of one or more

items that are available for purchase from the merchant. The listing of items can include, for

each item, an item name, description, cost, and one or more customization options, as

described above. In some embodiments, the data describing the merchant is themed using a

merchant specified theme, e.g., logos and color motifs.

[0026] The user can interact with the user application 103 to select one or more items in the

merchant's electronic catalogue for purchase. The user can then place a purchase order for

the selected items through the user application 103. The user device 102 can communicate

data describing the user's purchase order to the ordering system 107 through the network 106.

The data describing the user's purchase order can include, for example, items that the user

selected for purchase, respective quantities of the selected items, and customization options

specified by the user for the selected items.

[0027] When placing a purchase order, the user may also specify whether the order is for

delivery or pick-up. In some instances, when the merchant is a food service establishment,

e.g., a restaurant, the user may specify that the order is an advance order for a dine-in visit.

The user may also specify payment options for the order depending on the types of payment



options that are accepted by a merchant. For example, the user may specify that the user will

pay with cash at the time of delivery or pick-up. Alternatively, the user may opt to pay for

the order using a financial card, e.g., a credit card. When paying with a financial card, the

user device 102 can also communicate data describing the user's financial card, e.g., credit

card number, expiration date, and security code, to the ordering system 107, for payment

processing. In some embodiments, the user can pay for the order through a card-less

payment transaction that is processed using a card-less payment server 108, as described

below in reference to FIG. 4.

[0028] Once the purchase order is received, the ordering system 107 can communicate data

describing the user's purchase order to the merchant device 104. The merchant can interact

with the merchant application 105 to view details describing the user's purchase order and

can begin processing the order.

[0029] In some embodiments, in addition to communicating data describing the user's

purchase order, the user device 102 also communicates, to the ordering system 107, location

data that describes a geographic location of the user device 102. The user device 102 may

use various geolocation techniques, mapping services, e.g., a web mapping service

application, or both, to determine other types of location data to be communicated to the

ordering system 107. For example, the user device 102 can be configured to obtain and

communicate data that describes a travel distance, e.g., in terms of feet, miles, or kilometers,

from a user's geographic location to a geographic location of a merchant. The geographic

location of the merchant can be determined, for example, based on a geographically

identifiable address, e.g., a street address that was provided by the merchant. In another

example, the user device 102 can be configured to obtain and communicate data that

describes a user's arrival time for reaching a geographic location of a merchant. The arrival

time can be expressed as an actual time at which the user will arrive at the geographic

location of the merchant, e.g., 8:35pm, or a number of minutes at which the user will arrive at

the geographic location of the merchant, e.g., 35 minutes.

[0030] In some embodiments, the user device 102 is configured to communicate, to the

ordering system 107, location data that describes a geographic location of the user device

102. The ordering system 107 is configured to determine, based on the received location

data, a travel distance from a user's geographic location to a geographic location of a

merchant or a user's arrival time for reaching a geographic location of a merchant. Although

the user device 102 can be configured to communicate the user's location data at the time of



placing an order, in some embodiments, the user device 102 is configured to also

communicate the user's location data to the ordering system 107 at specified time intervals,

e.g., every 30 seconds or every minute. Similarly, in some embodiments, the ordering system

107 is configured to poll the user device 102 for location data at specified time intervals.

[0031] The ordering system 107 can communicate the user's location data to the merchant

device 104 when communicating the data describing the user's purchase order. In some

embodiments, the ordering system 107 continues to communicate the user's location data to

the merchant device 104 at specified time intervals to provide the merchant with updates of

the user's travel distance or arrival time. The merchant can interact with the merchant

application 105 to view details describing the user's purchase order and location data. In

some embodiments, the merchant can interact with the merchant application 105 to view a

geographic map indicating locations of the users that have placed orders with the merchant.

For example, the merchant application 105 can display a geographic map that identifies each

user that has placed an order with the merchant using a respective icon. The displayed map

can be interactive in that the merchant can select an icon associated with a particular user to

view details describing that particular user's purchase order and location data. Further, the

map can be updated as the users move to show updated geographic locations of the users with

respect to the merchant's location.

[0032] In some embodiments, the user can send electronic messages to the merchant

through the ordering system 107 after the user's purchase order has been sent to the

merchant. For example, the user can interact with the user application 103 to send the

merchant additional instructions or to update the merchant on the user's arrival time. Other

ways of communicating electronic messages from the user to the merchant are possible

including, for example, e-mail and text messages. The merchant can view and respond to

electronic messages that were sent by the user through, for example, the merchant application

105.

[0033] FIG. 1 describes placing purchase orders between users and merchants through the

ordering system 107. However, other implementations are possible to allow the operations

described in this specification to be performed between the user device 102 and the merchant

device 104 without the ordering system 107. For example, in some embodiments, the user

application 103 is configured to communicate directly with the merchant device 104. That is,

the user device 102 can communicate, to the merchant device 104, the user's purchase orders,

location data, and electronic messages directly over the network 106. In such embodiments,



the merchant device 104 can receive updates to the user's location data from the user device

102 at specified time intervals. Similarly, in some embodiments, the merchant application

105 in the merchant device 104 can be configured to poll the user device 102 for location

data at specified time intervals.

[0034] In some embodiments, the merchant prepares, e.g., manufactures, assembles, or

creates, items in the user's purchase order based in part on the user's location data. For

example, upon receiving the user's purchase order, the merchant can evaluate the order, e.g.,

based on the items included in the order and on the respective quantities ordered, to

determine an order preparation time. The order preparation time can be an estimated amount

of time that the merchant needs to prepare the user's order. Based on the order preparation

time and on the user's arrival time for reaching the merchant's location, the merchant can

determine an order start time for beginning preparation of the user's purchase order.

[0035] For example, a first user's purchase order may request three salads, four

sandwiches, and two desserts from a merchant. The merchant can evaluate the order to

determine an order preparation time. That is, the merchant may determine that preparation of

three salads, four sandwiches, and two desserts will require 10 minutes of preparation time

based on the resources, e.g., staff, available. The merchant can then determine an order start

time for beginning preparation of the first user's purchase order by also evaluating the first

user's arrival time for reaching the merchant's location. In this example, assuming the first

user's arrival time for reaching the merchant's location is 20 minutes, the merchant can

determine, based on a difference between the first user's arrival time, e.g., 20 minutes, and

the order preparation time, e.g., 10 minutes, that the merchant can begin preparing the order

in 10 minutes to have the order ready by the time the first user arrives at the merchant's

location.

[0036] In some embodiments, the order preparation time is automatically determined using,

for example, the ordering system 107. For example, the merchant can specify, for each item

in the merchant's electronic catalogue, a respective item preparation time. When a user's

purchase order is received, the ordering system 107 can evaluate the order to identify the

items being purchased along with their respective quantities. The ordering system 107 can

then generate an order preparation time for the user's order based on the items being

purchased, their respective quantities, and the respective item preparation times, as specified

by the merchant. In some embodiments, the item preparation times are adjusted based on a

delay parameter specified by the merchant. For example, in some instances, the merchant



may experience high demand during certain hours of the day. In such situations, the

merchant can specify a delay parameter using, for example, the merchant application 103, to

adjust order preparation times for purchase orders. In some embodiments, the order

preparation time is adjusted based on a delay parameter specified by the merchant. For

example, a purchase order that would generally have an order preparation time of 15 minutes

can be adjusted automatically to 32 minutes based on a specified delay parameter of 17

minutes. In some embodiments, the delay parameter is determined automatically based on

evaluating a merchant's aggregate purchase order history for certain days and times and on

actual order preparation times.

[0037] Having the user's location data available can allow the merchant to better manage

the preparation of other purchase orders that the merchant has received. For example, the

merchant can evaluate other purchase orders that were received from different users, along

with respective order preparation times for those orders and expected arrival times, to

determine whether certain orders should be prioritized or de-prioritized. By prioritizing and

de-prioritizing certain orders, the merchant can time the preparation of orders so that a user's

order is ready at or near the time the user arrives at the merchant's location.

[0038] Continuing with the example above, after receiving the first user's order the

merchant may receive a second user's order that has an order preparation time of 3 minutes

and an arrival time of 5 minutes for the second user to reach the merchant's location. In this

example, based on the information described above, the merchant can determine that the

second user's order should be prioritized over the first user's order to have the second user's

order complete and ready by the time the second user arrives at the merchant's location, e.g.,

within the next 5 minutes. The merchant can then prepare the first user's order after

completing the second user's order and have the first user's order ready by the time the first

user arrives at the merchant's location, e.g., within the next 20 minutes.

[0039] In some embodiments, the merchant can continually prioritize and de-prioritize

orders based in part on updated location data that is received for the users that placed the

orders. For example, in the example above, the second user may experience traffic delays

that result in increasing the second user's arrival time for reaching the merchant's location to

30 minutes. In response, the merchant can re-prioritize the first user's order over the second

user's order to have their respective orders ready at a time that coincides with their respective

arrivals at the merchant's location.



[0040] In some embodiments, the merchant can prioritize and de-prioritize orders based in

part on electronic messages that were received from users providing the merchant with an

updated arrival time. For example, the first user may stop at a grocery store to pick up items

before picking up the order from the merchant's location. In this situation, the first user can

send an electronic message to the merchant notifying the merchant of a 10-minute delay. In

response, the merchant can decide, based on the first user's electronic message and on the

first user's arrival time, whether to prioritize or de-prioritize the first user's order over other

orders.

[0041] In some instances, the merchant may be experiencing a delay in preparing orders

and may want to update users on the status of their respective orders. Thus, in some

embodiments, the merchant can interact with the merchant device 104, e.g., using the

merchant application 105, to send electronic messages to users to provide them with an

updated time for preparing their respective orders. In some embodiments, the merchant may

specify a time delay for completing orders, e.g., a specified number of minutes before the

merchant will begin preparing the user's order. This specified time delay could be published

with the merchant's electronic catalogue to inform users of the delay before the users place an

order with the merchant.

[0042] Merchants can also perform various actions based in part on the user's travel

distance from the merchant's location. In some embodiments, one or more actions are

triggered in response to a user entering a merchant's geofence. For example, a merchant can

define a geofence that includes the merchant's location or covers some virtual perimeter from

the merchant's location. As the user travels, the user device, e.g., the user device 102, can

provide updated location data to the ordering system 107 or the merchant device 104,

depending on the implementation. Based on the user's updated location data, the merchant

device 104 can determine whether the user has entered the merchant's geofence.

[0043] In response to determining that the user has entered the merchant's geofence, the

merchant device 104 can generate one or more alerts indicating that the user has arrived at the

merchant's location or is within some geographic distance from the merchant's location.

Based on this information, the merchant take one or more actions including, for example,

beginning preparation of the user's order or bringing the user's prepared order to the counter.

The merchant can also generate a bill for the user's order in response to the user entering the

merchant's geofence. For example, in response to the user entering the geofence, a cashier

operating the merchant device 104 can interact with the merchant application 105 to generate



a bill, e.g., receipt, for the total amount of the user's order and can collect payment from the

user. The user can pay for the bill using cash, a financial card, or through a card-less

transaction, as described below. The merchant application 105 can also prompt a greeting for

the user. Further, when the user enters the merchant's geofence, the merchant application 105

can prompt the merchant's staff to bring the user's order from the kitchen to the pick-up

counter.

[0044] In some embodiments, depending on the implementation, one or more actions are

triggered in response to the user exiting the merchant's geofence or while the user is still

within the merchant's geofence. For example, the merchant device 104 can communicate one

or more electronic messages that, for example, thank the user for visiting the merchant's

location, provide the user with digital coupons that are redeemable through the merchant,

provide the user with an option to enroll in a rewards program that is offered by the merchant,

or request feedback from the user. In some embodiments, the user can interact with the user

application 103 to submit feedback for the merchant, for example, on the quality of the order,

or to suggest new menu items.

[0045] FIG. 1 describes an example environment in which the merchant device 104 is

configured to perform the merchant operations described in this specification. However, in

some instances, a merchant's business may have multiple devices that are configured to

perform different tasks. For example, the merchant may have a point-of-sale system, e.g., a

front-of-house system, that is configured to receive purchase orders and to communicate data

describing the purchase orders to an order ticketing system, e.g., a back-of-house system.

The order ticketing system can, for example, notify kitchen staff of purchase orders that need

to be prepared.

[0046] Thus, in some embodiments, the merchant device 104 includes a point-of-sale

system, e.g., a front-of-house system, and an order ticketing system, e.g., a back-of-house

system. The front-of-house system is configured to receive, through the network 106, user

purchase orders, user location data, and electronic messages sent from users, as described

above. The front-of-house system can communicate data describing the received purchase

orders, location data, and electronic messages to the back-of-house system. The back-of-

house system can present the received data, for example, on a display screen, so that staff can

prepare a user's purchase order based in part on the user's location data, as described above.

For example, the staff can determine, for a user's purchase order, an order start time for

beginning preparation of the purchase order by evaluating the user's arrival time for reaching



the merchant's location.

[0047] The staff can also prioritize and de-prioritize purchase orders based on user location

data, e.g., user travel distances, user arrival times for reaching the merchant's location, and

based on electronic messages received from users, as described above. In some

embodiments, the back-of-house system is configured to generate and present staff with an

order preparation time for a user's order based on the items being purchased, their respective

quantities, and the respective item preparation times that were specified by the merchant, as

described above.

[0048] In some embodiments, the front-of-house system can generate, and communicate to

the back-of-house system, one or more alerts in response to a user entering a merchant's

geofence, as described above. For example, the front-of-house system can determine that a

user has arrived at the merchant's location or is within threshold geographic distance from the

merchant's location. Based on this information, the front-of-house system can communicate

instructions to the back-of-house system to begin preparing the user's order or to bring the

user's prepared order to the counter. The front-of-house system can also generate a bill for

the user's order in response to the user entering the merchant's geofence, as described above.

Further, as described above, the front-of-house system can be configured to perform actions

in response to the user exiting the merchant's geofence.

[0049] In some embodiments, users can configure recurring purchase orders for particular

items to be placed at specified intervals, e.g., daily, weekly, monthly, etc., and, optionally, at

specific times. For example, a user can place a recurring order with a merchant for morning

coffee to be picked up from the merchant's location daily at 8:00am. The merchant can

determine when the user is going to arrive at the merchant's location, as described above, to

prepare the user's order and have it ready for the user at the user's requested time or, in

situations when the user is off schedule, at or near the time the user arrives at the merchant's

location.

[0050] The ordering system 107 can store data describing purchase orders that were

received for merchants in the merchant information database 112 including, for example,

times the orders were placed, e.g., particular days or time of day, users that placed the orders,

preparation times for completing the orders, and items that were most requested. Merchants

can use this data to improve their businesses. For example, based on this data, a merchant

can identify customers that regularly place orders with the merchant. The customers



identified can be selected, for example, to be enrolled a rewards program or can be offered

digitally accessible coupons, e.g., through the user application 103. In some instances, a

merchant can use the data to determine customer demand for particular days, weeks, months,

or times of day. By determining customer demand, the merchant can, for example, better

evaluate staffing decisions.

[0051] In some embodiments, the ordering system 107, and similar components, can be

considered to be part of the card-less payment server 108. The handling of all requests and

responses, as well as the delivery of content between the user device 102, the merchant

device 104, and the ordering server 107, can be handled by the card-less payment server 108.

The ordering system 107 and card-less payment server 108 are merely example components.

However, more or fewer components can be used as structured code can be executed on any

appropriate device or host machine as discussed elsewhere herein.

[0052] The data plane 110 includes one or more resources, servers, hosts, instances,

routers, switches, data stores, other similar components, or a combination thereof. The

resources of the data plane 110 are not limited to storing and providing access to data.

Indeed, there may be several map servers, layers, or other elements, processes, or

components, which may be chained or otherwise configured, and which can interact to

perform tasks including, for example, obtaining data from an appropriate data store. As used

in this specification, the term "data store" refers to any device or combination of devices

capable of storing, accessing, and retrieving data, which may include any combination and

number of data servers, databases, data storage devices, and data storage media, in any

standard, distributed, or clustered environment.

[0053] The data stores of the data plane 110 can include several separate data tables,

databases, or other data storage mechanisms and media for storing data relating to a particular

aspect. For example, the data plane 110 illustrated includes mechanisms for storing merchant

information 112 and user information 111, which can be used to serve content. The data

plane 110 is operable, through logic associated therewith, to receive instructions from the

ordering system 107 and to obtain, update, or otherwise process data, instructions, or other

such information in response thereto, as described above.

[0054] Each server typically includes an operating system that provides executable

program instructions for the general administration and operation of that server, and typically

will include a computer-readable medium storing instructions that, when executed by a



processor of the server, enable the server to perform its intended functions. Suitable

implementations for the operating system and general functionality of the servers are known

or commercially available, and are readily implemented by persons having ordinary skill in

the art, particularly in light of the disclosure herein.

[0055] The environment in one embodiment is a distributed computing environment

including several computer systems and components that are interconnected through one or

more communication links, using one or more computer networks or direct connections.

However, the system described above can be configured to operate equally well using fewer

or a greater number of components than are illustrated in FIG. 1. Thus, the system 100 in

FIG. 1 is provided merely as one example, and does not limit the scope of the disclosure.

[0056] FIG. 2 illustrates an example process 200 for determining an order start time for a

purchaser order. The example process 200 is provided merely as an example and additional

or fewer steps may be performed in similar or alternative orders, or in parallel, within the

scope of the various embodiments described in this specification. A computing device

receives, from a user device, data describing a purchase order to be prepared by a merchant

and an expected arrival time of the user for arriving at a geographic location of the merchant

202. The purchase order specifies one or more items that were selected by the user for

purchase from an electronic catalogue. The electronic catalogue can be a catalogue that

includes items sold only by the merchant or a generic catalogue that includes items sold by

the merchant as well as other items sold by other merchants. Further, the expected arrival

time of the user is determined based on a geographic location of the user device, as described

above.

[0057] The computing device determines an order preparation time for the purchase order

based on the one or more items specified in the purchase order 204. The order preparation

time is a time needed by the merchant to prepare the purchase order. The computing device

determines an order start time based on the order preparation time for the purchase order and

on the expected arrival time 206. The order start time is a time for beginning preparation of

the purchase order to have the purchase order ready at the expected arrival time. The

computing device presents the data describing the purchase order and the order start time

208.

[0058] FIG. 3 illustrates an example view of a user application 300 displaying an electronic

catalogue of items 304. The user application 300 can be running on a user device, e.g., the



user device 102, as described above. The electronic catalogue describes items 304 that are

available for purchase from the merchant 302. A user interacting with the user application

300 can select one or more items 304 from the electronic catalogue for purchase. Once items

are selected, the user can select a submit option 306 to send the user's purchase order for the

selected items to the merchant 302 for preparation. In some embodiments, when the user

submits the purchase order, the user device sends, e.g., to the ordering server 107 or a

merchant device of the merchant, data describing the purchase order and the user's location

data, as described above. The user application 300 may also be formatted using a merchant

logo 308 and a color motif specified by the merchant, as described above.

[0059] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of an environment 400 for implementing a card-less

payment system 408. Although a mobile device environment is described for purposes of

explanation, different environments may be used, e.g., a web-based environment, to

implement various embodiments.

[0060] The example environment 400 includes a card-less payment system 408, which can

be implemented as computer programs on one or more computers in one or more locations, in

which the systems, components, and techniques described below can be implemented. The

example environment 400 also includes a user device 402 and a merchant device 404.

[0061] As used in this specification, a card-less payment transaction is a transaction

conducted between a user and a merchant at a point-of-sale during which a financial account

of the user is charged without the user having to physically present the financial payment card

to the merchant at the point-of-sale. That is, the merchant need not receive any details about

the financial account, e.g., the credit card issuer or credit card number, for the transaction to

be processed.

[0062] The user device 402 and the merchant device 404 can each be a computer coupled

to the card-less payment system 408 through a data communication network 406, e.g., the

Internet. The user device 402 and the merchant device 404 each generally include a memory,

e.g., a random access memory (RAM), for storing instructions and data, and a processor for

executing stored instructions. The user device 402 and the merchant device 404 can each

include one or more components, e.g., software or hardware, that are configured to

respectively determine a geographic location of the user device 402 or the merchant device

404, using, for example, various geolocation techniques, e.g., a global positioning system

(GPS). Further, the user device 402 and the merchant device 404 can each be any appropriate



device operable to send and receive requests, messages, or other types of information over the

network 406. Some examples of user devices include personal computers, cellular phones,

handheld messaging devices, laptop computers, personal data assistants, tablet devices, and

the like.

[0063] The network 406 can include any appropriate network, including an intranet, the

Internet, a cellular network, a local area network, a wide area network, or any other such

network, or combination thereof. Components used for such a system can depend at least in

part upon the type of network, the environment selected, or both. Protocols and components

for communicating over such a network are well known and will not be discussed herein in

detail. The card-less payment system 408, the merchant device 404, and the user device 402

can communicate over the network using wired or wireless connections, and combinations

thereof.

[0064] Before conducting card-less payment transactions, a user typically creates a user

account with the card-less payment system 408. The user can create the user account, for

example, by interacting with a user application 403 that is configured to perform card-less

payment transactions and that is running on the user device 402. When creating a user

account with the card-less payment system 408, the user will typically provide a portrait of

the user and data describing a financial account of the user, e.g., credit card number,

expiration date, and a billing address. This user information can be securely stored by the

card-less payment system 408, for example, in a user information database 411. To accept

card-less payment transactions, a merchant typically creates a merchant account with the

card-less payment system 408 by providing information describing the merchant including,

for example, a merchant name, contact information, e.g., telephone numbers, the merchant's

geographic location address, and one or more financial accounts to which funds collected

from users will be deposited. This merchant information can be securely stored by the card-

less payment system 408, for example, in a merchant information database 412.

[0065] The card-less payment system 408 is configured to perform card-less payment

transactions. The card-less payment system 408 can include one or more servers that are

configured to securely perform electronic financial transactions, e.g., electronic payment

transactions, between a user and a merchant, for example, through data communicated

between the user device 402 and the merchant device 404. Generally, when a user and a

merchant enter into an electronic financial transaction, the transaction is processed by

transferring funds from a financial account associated with the user account to a financial



account associated with the merchant account.

[0066] The card-less payment system 408 is configured to send and receive data to and

from the user device 402 and the merchant device 404. For example, the card-less payment

system 408 can be configured to send data describing merchants to the user device 402 using,

for example, the information stored in the merchant information database 412. For example,

the card-less payment system 408 can communicate data describing merchants that are within

a threshold geographic distance from a geographic location of the user device 402, as

described in this specification. The data describing merchants can include, for example, a

merchant name, geographic location, contact information, and an electronic catalogue, e.g., a

menu, that describes items that are available for purchase from the merchant.

[0067] In some embodiments, the card-less payment system 408 is configured to determine

whether a geographic location of the user device 402 is within a threshold geographic

distance from a geographic location of the merchant device 404. The card-less payment

system 408 can determine a geographic location of the user device 402 using, for example,

geolocation data provided by the user device 402. Similarly, the card-less payment system

408 can determine a geographic location of the merchant device 404 using, for example,

geolocation data provided by the merchant device 404 or using a geographic address, e.g.,

street address, provided by the merchant. Depending on the implementation, the threshold

geographic distance can be specified by the card-less payment system 408 or by the

merchant.

[0068] Determining whether the user device 402 is within a threshold geographic distance

of the merchant device 404 can be accomplished in different ways including, for example,

determining whether the user device 402 is within a threshold geographic radius of the

merchant device 404, determining whether the user device 402 is within a particular

geofence, or determining whether the user device 402 can communicate with the merchant

device 404 using a specified wireless technology, e.g., Bluetooth or Bluetooth low energy

(BLE). In some embodiments, the card-less payment system 408 restricts card-less payment

transactions between the user and the merchant to situations where the geographic location of

the user device 402 is within a threshold geographic distance from a geographic location of

the merchant device 404.

[0069] The card-less payment system 408 can also be configured to communicate with a

computer system 416 of a card payment network, e.g., Visa or MasterCard, over the network



406, or over a different network, for example, to conduct electronic financial transactions.

The computer system 416 of the card payment network can communicate with a computer

system 418 of a card issuer, e.g., a bank. There may be computer systems of other entities,

e.g., the card acquirer, between the card-less payment system 408 and the computer system

418 of the card issuer.

[0070] The user operating the user device 402 that is within a threshold geographic distance

of a particular merchant can interact with a user application 403 running on the user device

402 to conduct a card-less payment transaction. While interacting with the user application

403, the user can select the particular merchant, from a listing of merchants, with whom the

user wants to enter into a card-less payment transaction. The user can select the particular

merchant, for example, by selecting a "check in" option associated with the particular

merchant. The user device 402 can communicate data notifying the card-less payment

system 408 that the user has checked in with the merchant. In response, the card-less

payment system 408 can communicate data to notify the merchant device 404 that the user

has checked in. A merchant application 405 running on the merchant device 404 can notify

the particular merchant that the user has electronically checked in with the particular

merchant through a display screen of the merchant device 404.

[0071] Once checked in, the user can collect, or request, items that are available for

purchase from the merchant. When the user is ready to enter into the card-less payment

transaction, the user can, for example, approach a point-of-sale for the merchant and identify

him or herself. For example, the user can verbally notify the merchant that the user wants to

enter into a card-less payment transaction and can provide the merchant with the user's name.

The merchant can then interact with the merchant application 405 to select the user, from a

listing of users that have checked in with the merchant, to initiate a card-less payment

transaction for the items being purchased by the user. For example, the merchant can

determine a total amount to bill the user for the items being purchased. The user can verbally

approve the total amount to be billed and, in response, the merchant can submit a request for

a card-less payment transaction for the total amount to the card-less payment system 408. In

response, the card-less payment system 408 can obtain, for example, from the user

information database 411, data describing a financial account associated with a user account

of the user to which the total amount will be billed.

[0072] The card-less payment system 408 can then communicate with the computer system

416 of a card payment network to complete an electronic financial transaction for the total



amount to be billed to the user's financial account. Once the electronic financial transaction

is complete, the card-less payment system 408 can communicate data describing the card-less

payment transaction to the user device 402, e.g., an electronic receipt, which can, for

example, notify the user of the total amount billed to the user for the card-less payment

transaction with the particular merchant.

[0073] The various embodiments can be implemented in a wide variety of operating

environments, which in some cases can include one or more user computers, computing

devices, or processing devices which can be used to operate any of a number of applications.

User or client devices can include any of a number of general purpose personal computers,

such as desktop or laptop computers running a standard operating system, as well as cellular,

wireless, and handheld devices running mobile software and capable of supporting a number

of networking and messaging protocols. Such a system also can include a number of

workstations running any of a variety of commercially-available operating systems and other

known applications for purposes such as development and database management. These

devices also can include other electronic devices, such as dummy terminals, thin-clients,

gaming systems, and other devices capable of communicating via a network.

[0074] Various aspects also can be implemented as part of at least one service or Web

service, such as may be part of a service-oriented architecture. Services such as Web services

can communicate using any appropriate type of messaging, such as by using messages in

extensible markup language (XML) format and exchanged using an appropriate protocol such

as SOAP (derived from the "Simple Object Access Protocol"). Processes provided or

executed by such services can be written in any appropriate language, such as the Web

Services Description Language (WSDL). Using a language such as WSDL allows for

functionality such as the automated generation of client-side code in various SOAP

frameworks.

[0075] Most embodiments utilize at least one network that would be familiar to those

skilled in the art for supporting communications using any of a variety of commercially-

available protocols, such as TCP/IP, OSI, FTP, UPnP, NFS, CIFS, and AppleTalk. The

network can be, for example, a local area network, a wide-area network, a virtual private

network, the Internet, an intranet, an extranet, a public switched telephone network, an

infrared network, a wireless network, and any combination thereof.

[0076] In embodiments utilizing a Web server, the Web server can run any of a variety of



server or mid-tier applications, including HTTP servers, FTP servers, CGI servers, data

servers, Java servers, and business map servers. The server(s) also may be capable of

executing programs or scripts in response requests from user devices, such as by executing

one or more Web applications that may be implemented as one or more scripts or programs

written in any programming language, such as Java®, C, C# or C++, or any scripting

language, such as Perl, Python, or TCL, as well as combinations thereof. The server(s) may

also include database servers, including without limitation those commercially available from

Oracle®, Microsoft®, Sybase®, and IBM®.

[0077] The environment can include a variety of data stores and other memory and storage

media as discussed above. These can reside in a variety of locations, such as on a storage

medium local to (and/or resident in) one or more of the computers or remote from any or all

of the computers across the network. In a particular set of embodiments, the information may

reside in a storage-area network ("SAN") familiar to those skilled in the art. Similarly, any

necessary files for performing the functions attributed to the computers, servers, or other

network devices may be stored locally and/or remotely, as appropriate. Where a system

includes computerized devices, each such device can include hardware elements that may be

electrically coupled via a bus, the elements including, for example, at least one central

processing unit (CPU), at least one input device (e.g., a mouse, keyboard, controller, touch

screen, or keypad), and at least one output device (e.g., a display device, printer, or speaker).

Such a system may also include one or more storage devices, such as disk drives, optical

storage devices, and solid-state storage devices such as random access memory ("RAM") or

read-only memory ("ROM"), as well as removable media devices, memory cards, flash cards,

etc.

[0078] Such devices also can include a computer-readable storage media reader, a

communications device (e.g., a modem, a network card (wireless or wired), an infrared

communication device, etc.), and working memory as described above. The computer-

readable storage media reader can be connected with, or configured to receive, a computer-

readable storage medium, representing remote, local, fixed, and/or removable storage devices

as well as storage media for temporarily and/or more permanently containing, storing,

transmitting, and retrieving computer-readable information. The system and various devices

also typically will include a number of software applications, modules, services, or other

elements located within at least one working memory device, including an operating system

and application programs, such as a client application or Web browser. It should be



appreciated that alternate embodiments may have numerous variations from that described

above. For example, customized hardware might also be used and/or particular elements

might be implemented in hardware, software (including portable software, such as applets),

or both. Further, connection to other computing devices such as network input/output devices

may be employed.

[0079] Storage media and computer readable media for containing code, or portions of

code, can include any appropriate media known or used in the art, including storage media

and communication media, such as but not limited to volatile and non-volatile, removable

and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage and/or

transmission of information such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program

modules, or other data, including RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory

technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disk (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic

cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any

other medium which can be used to store the desired information and which can be accessed

by the a system device. Based on the disclosure and teachings provided herein, a person of

ordinary skill in the art will appreciate other ways and/or methods to implement the various

embodiments.

[0080] The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative

rather than a restrictive sense. It will, however, be evident that various modifications and

changes may be made thereunto without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the

invention as set forth in the claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A computer-implemented method, the method comprising:

providing, by the payment system and to a computing device of a remote purchaser, a

listing of merchants that accept purchase orders for remotely ordered items available for

pickup or delivery, wherein the remote purchaser is able to access the listing of merchants

through an application executing on the computing device;

receiving, from the computing device and by the payment system, data describing a

purchase order for at least one item that is available for purchase from the merchant, wherein

the payment system is configured to process one or more financial transactions being

conducted between the merchant and the remote purchaser;

sending, by the payment system and to the merchant device, data describing the

purchase order for the at least one item;

receiving, from the merchant device and by the payment system, an estimated time of

completion for preparation of the purchase order;

sending, from the payment system and to the computing device, the estimated

completion time for the purchase order; and

processing, by the payment system, a financial transaction between the merchant and

the remote purchaser for the purchase order.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the estimated time of

completion for preparation of the purchase order is determined based at least in part the at

least one item specified in the purchase order.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the estimated time of

completion is adjusted based on a delay parameter specified by the merchant.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising:

providing, by the payment system and to the merchant device, data describing a

geographic map that indicates respective geographic locations of one or more customers that

have placed purchase orders with the merchant.



5. A computer-implemented method, the method comprising:

providing, by a payment system and to a computing device of a customer, a listing of

merchants, each merchant having one or more items that are available for purchase, wherein

the payment system is configured to process one or more financial transactions conducted

between the customer and at least one merchant;

receiving, by the payment system and from the computing device, data describing an

order for at least one item that is available for purchase from a merchant in the listing of

merchants;

sending, by the payment system and to a merchant device of the merchant, data

describing the order received from the customer; and

processing, by the payment system, a financial transaction between the merchant and

the customer for the order.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, further comprising:

sending, from the payment system and to the computing device, an estimated time of

completion for preparation of the order.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, further comprising:

receiving, from the merchant device and by the payment system, the estimated time of

completion for preparation of the order.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, further comprising:

determining the estimated time of completion based at least in part on an amount of

time needed by the merchant to prepare the at least one item.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, further comprising:

determining a geographic location of the customer;

adjusting the estimated time of completion based at least in part on the geographic

location of the customer and an amount of time needed by the merchant to prepare the at least

one item so that the order is ready upon arrival of the customer at a geographic location of the

merchant.



10. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, further comprising:

receiving, from the computing device and by the payment system, data describing an

estimated time of arrival of the customer at a geographic location of the merchant;

adjusting the estimated time of completion based at least in part on the estimated time

of arrival of the customer and an amount of time needed by the merchant to prepare the at

least one item so that the order is ready upon arrival of the customer at a geographic location

of the merchant.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, further comprising:

sending, to the merchant device and by the payment system, an order start time for

beginning preparation of the order to have the order ready upon arrival of the customer at a

geographic location of the merchant.

12. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, wherein the customer is able to access

the listing of merchants through an application executing on the computing device.

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 12, wherein the application is configured

to store data describing at least one financial payment instrument of the customer, and

wherein the application is able to utilize the data describing the at least one financial payment

instrument to facilitate the financial transaction between the merchant and the customer for

the order.

14. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, further comprising:

determining that the customer is within a threshold range from a geographic location

of the merchant; and

providing an electronic bill for the order to the computing device of the customer.

15. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, further comprising:

determining that the customer is within a threshold range from a geographic location

of the merchant; and

sending, to the merchant device and by the payment system, a notification to bring the

order to an order pick-up counter at the geographic location of the merchant.



16. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, further comprising:

determining, based on the location data, that the user is no longer within the threshold

range from the geographic location of the merchant; and

sending, to the computing device, at least one of: a feedback request for the

merchant, one or more digital coupons, or an offer to enroll in a rewards program with the

merchant.

17. A computing device comprising:

at least one processor;

memory including instructions that, when executed by the at least one processor,

enables the computing device to perform the operations of:

receiving, from a payment system, a listing of merchants, each merchant

having one or more items that are available for purchase, wherein the listing of merchants is

accessible through an application executing on the computing device, and wherein the

payment system is configured to process one or more financial transactions conducted

between a customer and at least one merchant;

sending, to the payment system, data describing an order for at least one item

that is available for purchase from a merchant in the listing of merchants, the at least one item

being selected by a user through the application executing on the computing device;

receiving, from the payment system, an estimated time of completion for the

order;

presenting, through the application, the estimated time of completion for the

order;

wherein the payment system is configured to process a financial transaction

between the merchant and the user for the order.

18. The computing device of claim 17, wherein the instructions further comprise:

sending, to the payment system, data describing an expected time of arrival of the user

at a geographic location of the merchant, wherein the estimated time of completion for the

order is adjusted based at least in part on the expected time of arrival of the user.

19. The computing device of claim 17, wherein the instructions further comprise:

receiving, from the payment system, an electronic bill for the order.



20. The computing device of claim 17, wherein the application is configured to store data

describing at least one financial payment instrument of the user, and wherein the application

is able to utilize the data describing the at least one financial payment instrument to facilitate

the financial transaction between the merchant and the customer for the order.
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